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DEAN BARR EXPOSED AS LEADER
OF CAMPUS PROSTITUTION RING
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The Stockton Police Department
vice-Squad has completed its in
vestigation into 1976 allegations that
residence hall students were involved
in an on-campus prostitution ring.
Dean of Students William H.
Barr has been named as the chief
coordinator of the ring. The report
also names Housing Director Stanley
A. Green as Barr's top aide.
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While Barr could not be reached
for comment, Vice-President of
Student Life, Judith Chambers was
eager to explain the University's
position on the matter.
"Many students," she explained,
"have approached the Dean com
plaining of boredom and depression.
He is to be commended for the
tremendous amount of energy and

creativity he devoted to finding a
pleasurable and profitable project for
them."
Chambers added, "It is our firm
conviction that students should be
exposed to the widest possible range
of experience during their years at
Pacific - both in the classroom as well
as
through
the
residence
life
program."
Housing Director Stanley Green
has worked closely with Barr on the
project, elaborated on the residence
life program. "As many students are
aware, the activities have been
carefully managed by the R.A.'s in
three of the dormitories. But now
that things are out in the open and the
program is growing, we hope to ex
pand to include special sections in
each of the residence halls by next

fall. It s a lot work, but the housing
tors echoed Kline's statements about
staff is really excited about the poten
the financial benefits, most liberal
tial of this program, and the students
have been most cooperative in
arts professors expressed excitement
helping out with the business."
about the aesthetic, symbolic, and
philosophical aspects of the ring.
Dean Elliot T. Kline of the
Associate Professor of English, Diane
School of Business and Public Ad
Borden, noted with enthusiasm, "The
ministration commented on the prac
exposure to such deep phallic sym
tical experience provided by the
bolism will be immeasurable value to
growing business.
my students."
"The large amount of revenue
brought in," he explained, "allows
for the first-hand experience in in
On a final note, Public Relations
vestments.
A matter of fact, this
Director, Doyle Minden pointed to
1 month, we have been able to send 62
the long range effects of the ring,
students on field trips to Wall Street.
This opens up new avenues for our
Within two years, Pacific could
recruitment campaigns. Think of the
become a major force in the stock
potential we have for building an
market."
everlasting reputation for Pacific...
While several business instruc
for a greater Pacific."

ill Gleeson

earing up for 1980 homecoming competition
r- »

N.O. Newes

Left: Bill Gleeson relaxes
before surgery only a few
weeks ago.

Still disappointed over his loss to
•Salinda Toogood in last falls com
mits* )ehtion, former Homecoming Queen
yvif* candidate Bill Gleeson says he is
i Rearing up for next year's race as
'his recent sex change operation nears

Right: The new, improved
Bill Gleeson enjoys the
results of a successful sex
change operation.

'Is final stages of completion.
I think the change is a definite im
provement and should certainly in
crease my chances in next year s

I

homecoming competition."
[ It will," he continued,"take awhile
0 grow out my curly golden locks,
Jut my hairdresser has several easy
' eare styles in mind to complement
facial structure, though some
v toy
f highlighting may be necessary in orQer to balance my coloring and bring
°« my best features."
When asked what he feels is his
strongest asset, he replied en
thusiastically, "Oh definitely my new
,•!>' :urves. Why, they are just so curn 'Qceous! I must admit though, that
he bustlline has been difficult to get
>sed to - I'm just not used to flopping
around like this, but the bounce is

-l'' J

4uite attractive, don't you think ?
1 Gleeson went on to point out the advantages of his new full hips.
,1hey
are so much more comfortable for
sitting in those awful wooden
c'assroom

.

chairs.
And whs n
s°rneone kicks my - well,
hnow...my, uh...behind, well, the

Padding is just very convenient.
jfSuch an operation is usually rat er
1
v I , fXpensive, and though Gleeson a
~ Tutted going to a discount warehouse
1

|)i'

•h/

for the overhaul, he said the cost
came to nearly $40,000, with mon
thly silicon injections running an ad
ditional $2,5000 a month, and sculp
tured finger nails, about $600.
"But," says Gleeson, "I'm sure I'll
get a high return on my investment.
You must realize the amount of
money involved in these beauty
pageants can be quite substantial.
And the opportunites provided are
just immense. Ihope to work my way
up from the Homecoming title to the
series of contests leading to Miss USA,
and eventually Miss World."
"To do this," he continued, will
most likely necessitate joining a
sorority. I mean, I think that having
been a male for so many years pus me
at a disadvantage, so if I can sub
merge myself in predominately
female surroundings, I'm sure I can
improve myself. I especially need
advice about make-up and shaving
my legs.
Also I think it will be
beneficial in that it will open up the
fraternity social scene fors me, and
dating will be a good opportunity for

me to work on my bounce and charcharm."
Gleeson recently signed up for the
Barbizon School of Modelling and
hopes to graduate this coming
August, though he explained that he
really doesn't want to go in to

modelling as a career, "I think my
real potential"is in acting, but I need
the practical experience in front of
the camera for my career as a beauty
queen as well as fors my future acting
career."
As the interview concluded, Gleeson

was asked to rate himself in relastion
to the scale used in the motion picture
"10," he replied, "Well, I hesitate to
answer without John Derek's advice.
Imean, well, he is just so experienced,
and how can a little girl like me
know how to behave in this great big

world without him -someone might
try to take advantage of me, you
know. But anyway, I would sort of
say that, well, I am most definitely a
10 ."

Grace Covell rooms to go coed in Fall
The Housing Office announced
last Tuesday that Grace Covell Dor
mitory will begin trial coed room
mate living quarters for the Fall
Semester of 1980.
Stan Green, Director of Housing
for Pacific announced the new living
arrangement program to the Board of
Regents last week.
Although it
initially met with opposition, the
board accepted the program on a
trial basis.
The plan as it stands now will
consist of 27 rooms in Grace covell
over the summer. The dividers will

installed each with a sliding partition
be used only for dressing purposes,
and other than that will remain open
the rest of the time. The students will
have full freedom on how to arrange
their room, and are discouraged in
using the partition for means of
dividing off the room.
The program should cost around
$ 11,000 and this will cover the work
needed in the spescific rooms over the
summer. If all goes well, the
res
idents should be able to move into
their new coed rooms in

living arrangement came from Seeks
University in Florida in 1978. The
program was designed to further
enhance the entering freshmen's
college experience away from home,
and help students mature emotionally
and mentally. Studies found that
students involved in the coed living
. arrangement did in fact adapt and
excell better than other Freshmen.
Students will be chosen to live
with coed roomates on the basis of
personal interviews and university in
terviews held with parents.
The new living arrangements

will be discussed in detail with paren
ts during Freshmen orientation this
summer.
If the program is successful this
fall in Grace Covell, it is very likely
that one of the Quad dorms will be
converted to total coed rooms in
1982.
The Health Center will be
cooperating in providing birth con
trol counseling and free contraceptivesd to those students chosen to par
ticipate in the new program.
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Are prices too high in the Redwood Room?
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Dan Rather:
Bo, you poor misguided slut. If I
had known you're mother was
pregnant with you, I would have not
only advocated abortion, I would
have performed it myself. That is
probably the most uninformed, illadvised answer I've ever heard. Go
to Afghanistan, then pop-off.

Bo Derek:
I'm not sure, let me ask my
husband, John, what the answer is.
I don't make a move without him.
What, JohnP Oh, okay. Giggle,
giggle. Hmm. Well, okay. WhatP
John says I should disagree. Or
maybe agree. Is that okay?
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FACE-TO-FACE

Frank Alegre, Jr. 6 yr. student
Palm Springs in my Limo.
Maybe I could pass myself off as
Keith Moon or Beau Bridges.
Anyplace as long as I can make up
stories about it.

your

favorite

vacation

Tom .Michel (A. Prep)
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James E. Carter, President:
I'd like to go someplace where I
don't have to make any decisions.
Where I can just sit around and listen
to people talk. Kind of like the last
four years.
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Jess Bragg (B. Cool)

Ronald Reagan, UOP Presidential
Candidate:
When. I'd really like to spend it
in Shady Oaks Retirement Home.
Maybe lounge out by the pool and
shuffleboard. Or just walk around
with my cane. I'm planning to take a
vacation in January in Washington,
D.C.

1•

Jerry Brown:
I'd like to go to California.
I haven't been there in a while, I hear
its nice there. Maybe I could bring
my delegate.

Which is prettier?

If, on to victory. Jna^ar'®'
|o|dSteve Martin sketch, the

teian o f T e r r o r '

(eith r
Keith Moon is alive and
)P campus, it was reported

Wile E. Coyote:
Well, maybe I could spend some
of my free time in Stockton. I hear
there's a school there that's in need of
an understanding Dean of Men. Or it
might even be an easier transition
from roadrunners to rotary.

Hugh Hefner, Publisher:
For a change of pace, how about
Pork Street in San Francisco. Maybe
dressed in flowers and lace.

Stuck in the Middle
While wc .ill at home over spring break seeing frier.us, par
tying and enjoying real food, our loyal administration
remained here to plot strategies "FOR A GREATER
PACIFIC." Several dynamic changes will affect this
campus nest year, some promising to be very interesting.
In an effort to control fraternity rowdiness the Task
Force on fraternities has decided to place a head resident
in one frat house next year on a trial basis.
Dean of Students William Barr will move into Sigma
Alpha Epsilon in the fall. School officials have expressed a
desire to use an individual who has experience in dealing
with fraternities.
Dean Barr will assume full responsibilty for the
operation of the house. In this way he will be able to
become intimately acquainted with SAE and its traditions.
When asked about his plans for contributing to frat life,
the Dean expressed interest in establishing study halls six
nights a week and friday night bingo tournaments to build
brotherhood.
There also seems to be a real possibility of having the
little sisters move into the house in order to make for a
more productive program.
Omega Phi Alpha, who has had problems with house
finances, plans to rent sleeping space to needy
stocktonians. The benefits of this program are many.
They will be alleviating some of the problems of the down
town area while at the same time they will have a built-in
rushprogram.
Once again Archania is pushing for some major P.R.,
as they plan to donate 50°/° of their Social budget to the
Events Center. This seems like a sure way for them to
secure first choice of the box seats, although when
questioned about this, administration officials assured me

Cool and Prep

Shah of Iran:
Um...Let's see. I usually favor
New York. No, I think I like Mexico
better. No! Panama is my favorite.
Yes, Panama. No, wait! It's Egypt.
Egypt has got to be my favorite.

Editorial
After vacation, people are filled
with stories of past adventurefi.e.
Palm Springs, Travelodge.etc...).
And feelings of how the vacation
should be spent next year. While
vacations are anticipated by all,
every one has a different idea of
where they want to spend it. A
variety of personalities and answerrs
can be found here.

By Rick Johnson

that their $2 million contribution will be welcomed but
"will not have any influence on existing policy."
Dorm life at UOP is also in for some other changes. In
another budget cutting effort, all head residents positions
will be eliminated. Replacing them will be dorm monitors
who will be members of the football team. Under the
supervision of Coach Toledo, beer taps will be constructed
in all dorm lounges, thus eliminating the problem of
"buying" while under age.
The loss of the head residents will reportedly save
UOP $250 per year in salaries and benefits.
The major change in store for the dorms will be the
elimination of single sex rooms and floors in sections of
Grace Covell. This will alleviate many man hours of
planning roommate assignments. The admissions office
also feels that this will produce an added attraction for
recruiting. Student life officials, although cautious at fir
although cautious at first
now seem to feel that the experience of college roommate
relationships will be enhanced a great deal.
Many plans have been presented to deal with the
problems in Grace Covell and South West. The most
realistic at this point was presented by UOP Security.
They favor establishing a 10 p.m. curfew and enforcing it
by turning attack trained dogs loose in the hallways all
night. They have also pointed out that this will cut down
on non-residents in the buildings.
I think it is rather refreshing to hear that our ad
ministrators have been hard at work, planning for our
continued growth and development. Maybe someday
Stockton will be "Someplace Special." Someday? Well I
said Maybe!

The British rock star,
immer foi Th< Who, was t
have died of alcoholism in
utthis isn't true," according
ad Head Resident.
We've had a recent rash
fan in the Quads," said th
sident, who asked not to h
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7P. students, but when the
niture in Eiselen was nailer

It's Greek To Me
Contrary to popular belief when one joings a Greek
fraternity' at UOP one doesn't simply join a particular
house (like Tri-Delta or SAE) one joins an entirely new
society.
That's right, a new society with new cultural norms,
new music, new tribal dress (pastel 'alligator' shirts and
'topsiders'?), new literature...the works! It's all part of the
bargain package, like the Three Muskateers or King Henry
VIII and his executioner.
Anyway, part of the initiation requirement to this new
society is completion (with a passing grade) of the course
'Greece; Love it or leave'. It is a two unit course, meeting
on Tuesday evenings at 7 p.m. for one hour. In this class
one discusses very early thru present day Greece (including
absolute factual history, cultural developments, societal
quirks, everything) and of course the spread of this nations
influence into...THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
There is of course, a short exam at the end of the semester
part of which will be duplicated later on.
The evening I went to observe (having taken the class
long ago) the subject was the development of modern
Greek festivals from their earliest beginnings: the festivals
and ceremonies in honor of the god Dionysus (also known
as Bacchus), the god of wine.
Dionysus was terribly important to the early Greeks as
one of their major crops was...grapes and so, wine. Now
think about it, if your livelyhood depended on those little
things that go into grape jelly wouldn't you be fairly awed
by that which absolutely controled those little things?
And that is exactly what Dioysus represented; you see

Ayatollah Khomeini:
I usually prefer a mat on a bare
floor or a bed of nails. This year I'll
spend it in a manure factory, where 1
get most of my ideas. The American
people would probably like to see me
spend it on Mars, or the Moon.

By Rebecca Tupin
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SAE wins Band Frolic;
AKL files judging protest

Sitrma Alpha Etrsilrm
n
Sigma
Epsilon was the
uprise winner in the Fifty-first An
nual Band Frolic Competition,
,eating traditional powerhouses Aribania and AKL. The SAE's won the
intest hands down, with a fifty point
aCj over their nearest competitor.
putting on a traditional show,
complete with guys in boxers, guys in
Jrag, :,nc' ^uys 'n Phi Tau suits,"
SAE left I lie audience stunned as
they claimed their first Band Frolic
trophy ever. I can t believe it," mut
tered an AKL alumni. "They didn't
(ven have a train."
They didn't need one. By using
such imaginative props as cardboard
280 Z's and baking soda cocaine, the
SAE's tallied up mega-points on the
judges' scorecards. "It's the Year of
he Simpleton," one judge explairH
•These boys came closest to the
national ideal."

The show was a brilliant
variation on the old boy-looks-forperfect-girl theme. Though the perect ghl in this case was only a
Kleenex-stuffed defensive tackle, the
audience responded wildly to "her"
charms.
Mostly by booing.
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In fact, the audience seemed to
take great pleasure in heckling the
r
SAE's on to victory. In a varial
an old Steve Martin sketch, the If-'ft

The first-place SAE show
included an imaginatively

The British rock star, former
rummer foi The Who, was thought
lo have died ot alcoholism in 1978.
But this isn't true," according to one
Quad Head Resident.
"We've had a recent rash of van
dalism in the Quads," said the Head
Resident, who asked not to be idenhfied. "At first we thought it was the
H.E.P. students, but when the lounge
furniture in Eiselen was nailed to the

itrtni:
L p refer a mat on a
,< (1 of nails. This ye3'

provided by Fruit of the
Loom.

Photo by Gerard Chartrand

performer stuffed a salami down his
pants and said, "I want to attract
arge-breasted American women with
my bulge."
Then get a microscope," an
audience member yelled back.
But the derision came to no
avail. When the final scores were
counted, SAE had polled 160 points
to Archania's 112. AKL was in a
dismal fourth place behind Omega
Phi Alpha, who put on their strongest
in years to capture a third place
trophy.
The mood in SAE was euphoric
°fter the decision. "We're gonna
ve the best party this school's ever
seen," the president said.
"Sex,

drugs, and rock & roll."
Another member was sore to the
point. "I'm gonna drink 'till I boot,"
he said.
The Gentlemen of Alpha Kappa
Lambda are currently filing a protest
against the judges' decision. "We got
shafted, said the show's director,
who is currently working for NBC.
We've
been
practicing
since
October, and what have we got to
show for it?"
"The Archites got the best seats, the
Conservatory got biased judges, and
SAE got the trophy. We want what's
traditionally ours."
When asked if SAE would fight

the AKL allegations, the house
president laughed.
"That's show
biz," he said.
He also said that SAE would not
change the format of their show next
year. "We might get a new salami.
But the basics will stay the same.
Our guys really like wearing boxer
shorts and old bras on stage. Gives
the show some class."
Th's year, the judges seemed to
agree. They were: Sigmund Fraud,
noted phallic symbol enthusiast; Bill
Blase, unemployed dress designer;
and Rusty Scalpel, world famous
brain surgeon. "I plan to get a lot of
lobotomies out of this one," said
Scalpel.
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|8- Note the Dean Barr hairstyle.
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filing, we knew it had to be Moon.
Moon was infamous for his
destruction of hotel rooms during

>

rock, and ringing Archania's bell.
Archania is allegedly on the
alert, leaving Dean Chow to guard
the bell. "If he comes in again, I'll hit
him in the face," said Chow.
The President's house is taking
precautions, too. Apparently warned
that Moon might drive a car into his
swimming pool, President McCaffrey
has been starving Buffy to make the
innocent canine as vicious as a
Doberman. "We let her roam the
pool area at night," said McCaffrey.
"She's so mean now she'll take off his
leg."
"I hope she mangles that rock &
roll punk," McCaffrey went on to
say. "People like him are a threat to
America, U.O.P. and the Rotarian
way."

The Who's road trips. During one
hjncert tour alone, his destruction
was estimated at $ 120,000.
To date, Moon is being blamed
all incidents of vandalism on
^"tpus. the Anderson Hall Fire, the
inter Term earthquake, painting
sidewalk around the Engineering

Campus Police chief Norm
Askew cautions on-campus residents
to lock their doors and walk in
groups. "Once Moon gets into your
dorm room, that's it," says Askew.
"He'll burn your clothes, break your
bong, and eat your stereo. And that's
only a warm-up."
Askew asks residents to report
any strange drumming sounds to
Campus Police headquarters im
mediately. "And also report anybody
with a nasal, Cockney accent,"
Askew asks.
"I need results," he finished.
"Otherwise I won't get that new
car.

"A guy tried to leave once
without paying his bill," said Arojo's
Cafe owner Juan Coronaz. "I hit him
with 3 slugs before he crossed the
street." Coronaz scratched his beard
with a pistol barrel. "Hee hee hee."
Such is the atmoshere of Arojo's
Cafe, a South Stockton restaurant
that arguably serves the best Mexican
food in the city. "Service with a
smile" is not the motto here. One will
often go through a full meal without
hearing the waiter do anything but
grunt.
Aside from the friendly help,
Arojo's has one of the most in
teresting clientele's around. Pimps,
hookers, winos and assorted locals
come in at all times of day to get one
of
Arojo's famous burritos.
Sometimes just to throw at each
other.
"We were having a problem with
food fights for a while," said
Coronaz.
"Somebody broke our
'Budweiser' sign with a Dos Equis
bottle. So I decided an example had
to be set."
"A pimp and a hooker got in a
food fight the next night," Coronaz
continued.

I said to the pimp, 'Hey, don't throw
that burrito, don't throw that burrito,
he threw the burrito, so I shot him in
the face." Coronaz looked at his
pistol. "Hee hee hee."
Despite the fact that one is dining
in a potentially dangerous environ
ment, the food at Arojo's should not
be passed up.
It is good, basic
Mexican food at a low price.
The menu
includes
tacos,
burritos, enchiladas, chili rellenos,
tostadas, and a variety of chili and
egg dishes. Tortilla chips are com
plimentary, but the unexperienced
diner is advised to go easy on the chili
sauce. Arojo's likes to see if the
gringos car. hike it.
'/Entertainment includes everpopular tunes from the nearby
Molino Blanco club, where one can
catch such favorites as "El Coyote y
la branca," and "Mataron al Camilia
la tejana."
Besides the great food and enter
tainment, Arojo's provides a wide
selection of beer, including the lowest
priced pitchers of Oly in town. "But
don't come here just to get drunk,"
Coronaz warned as he loaded his
pistol.
"We're a
repectable
establishment."
Hee hee hee.
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Though no one has actually seen
Moon, it has been rumored that he
jams with Pacifican columnist Ken
Wornick in Conservatory practice
rooms at midnight. Wornick denies
these charges. "Does your dog bite?"
he asks.

I "v'ideas. The Americ^
like to see *
Id proDnoiy o

Arojo's Cafe-unique
Mexican atmosphere

'shoo-wop' in costumes

(eith Moon alive, on campus
-m

Graphic by John Anderson

of dancers doing the

ieign of Terror'

Keith Moon is alive and on the
JOP campus, it was reported yester-

Arojo's Cafe provides Mexican dining in a post-war setting. /
The derelict shown was stabbed before finishing his siesta.

choreographed sequence

Friday, April 25,1980
The last known photo of Moon was taken on the set of 'Saturday Night
Live,' where he portrayed Bill Murray, Attila the Hun, and J. Edgar
Hoover. In this shot. Moon strove to cepture the personalities of all three.
He left New York for an East African Safari the next day. Though repor
tedly killed by a water buffalo, Moon was seen not long ago smashing his
head into doors after an Archania party.

Tickets: $1.50 students,
$6.50 general

*2 acifican^Llnclassifieds

Deadline for student tickets

NEED A LITTLE EXTRA CASH? Parttime evening position (7-9 p.m.) working for
the Office of Development. Work begins
April 21, 1980. No experience necessary,
but must enjoy working with people. For
more information call 946-2501.
STOLEN: Condom supply from campus
pharmacy.
FOUND: Condom supply in Pacifican of
fice, all colors and textures available.

WANTED: Course in Public Speaking and
Speech Therapy. I'm 0 for 1 at dinners and
0 for 7 at parties. Rap needed desperately.
Contact Tom M. 946-9366.

Monday, April 14th

•

THE

NEW JDSUOP NEEDS YOU !

Applications are being taken until APRIL 18 for;
Academic Affairs Director
Fairhousing and Consumer Affairs Director
Forum on National Priorities Director
Grocery Store Manager
Loan Store Manager
Director of Publicity
Social Director
Travel Director

These are all salaried,cabinet level Positions
SO GET INCLUDED !
We don't ask for experience --WE GIVE ITl

/port/
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Toledo plans to go to USC
Once a Tiger, always a Tiger.
Once a Trojan, always a Trojan.
The latter might be more fitting in
light of recent developments.
Head Football Coach Bob
Toledo, formerly an assistant coach
for the USC Trojans, plans to leave
UOP this spring to fill the job of
departing USC Head Coach John
Robinson. Robinson plans to take an
assistant coaching job with the Los
Angeles Rams.
Toledo had previously been an
assistant coach at USC for 3 years
before taking the head coaching job
at UOP. Toledo took the job at UOP
because it "was a challenge to try to
turn the program around."
UOP President Stan McCaffery is
disappointed by the loss of Toledo.
"He was a great individual, and
an even better coach. I'll really miss
having lunch with him," says McCaf
fery.
It is uncertain, as of now, who
will replace Toledo. Candidates for

c-olui
•t on 8
•L'
I n n l i n o
et
(I
the position
include
George . .
I
g
v<be°
Arounid."
f
and Woody Hayes.
til
t
wi
The athletic department is
'Viey "" ?o, jU, prised and disappointed.
We had no idea that anyt^
like this would happen. We sh.
have had some clue when his sta(.
^Iy'
began leaving one by one. ItwaSj^ f „n-ca
i
,
for
f
for th<
- process of elimination,
elimination," says ^
h
thou£
\ifie
1 this tin
athletic department representativ.
tr»e:
to reac
It's " |aim
who get tl
It is rumored that Tol^.
what' writ
assistant coaches that left 00p
ab<
"
earlier this season, will follow himto t>
,i(itS
USC and fill in other vacancies.
"I'm excited aobut the °Ppor.
'I miss the
tunity," says Toledo.
smog, and rush of a big city. Besidt
orange and black can get old fast'
It's really a hard comWinat ion t0
coordinate your clothes with," ^
Toledo.
The players have been repory
to be rather dismayed.
"We'll really miss him," saySone
player. "He was like our uncle Bob,"
So goes another Tiger tale. A
legacy at it's end....

dletters

Bob Toledo as he dreams of
"Roses."

jgagpNIi

World

take
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Yankee fans would be rough on his
The UOP JV
baseball
team
players, so he decided to put Nate
finished an incredible season by
Caditan in at first base over Dave
defeating the New York Yankees 4-3,
Derby, the starter, who was more apt
to capture the world series crown.
to let the fans get to him.
The Tigers, known to many as
After the Tigers went down in
the "Bad News Bengalis," said that
order
in the first inning, the fans
they won the championship for
really
got
on Caditan as he took his
owner Charles Finley, who sold
position.
A drunk screamed, Hey
superstars Nolan Ryan, Rod Carew,
fifteen,
how
come your mother ain't
and Steve Garvey in order to go with
wearing
no
panties."
a youth movement. The move paid
Caditan calmly placed his glove
off as UOP became the youngest team
on the ground and charged into the
ever to win a world championship.
stands.
The historical day went like this:
Police pryed Caditan off the
As the Tigers prepared for the
drunk and restored order.
game, the tension was evident.
Caditan was thrown out of the
Starting pitcher Steve Fedor
showed up proclaiming to have been
in bed 14 hours the night before.
From his nervous manner, there was
question as to whether or not he had
gotten any sleep.
Coach Stan Rogers knew the
Inside story with hot news about
the wild and crazy I.M. staff. Did
you know that:
Tima Mao who was born and
raised in Germany goes for those
blonde, blue-eyed women. He has
been with the I.M. program since it
originated
in 1969, and plans to
•UOP
(University
of
the
remain devoted to the program for
Privileged) Tiger football defeats
some time to come, perhaps the next
USC (University of Spoiled Children)
seven years.
in summer league scrimmage 35-7
Bill Whitton transferred from
(tuition dollars).
Bzerkley with a degree in I.Mology.
He is ready any time for those
•Women's athletic teams continue
marathon type events as his stamina
with steroid doses and bulk is in
and well-being are superb. There is
creasing. Players expected to bench
never a time he is not ready and
press 350 lbs. by end of week.
willing to "supervise" I.M. activities.
Keith Lowry (you can't miss the
short, stubby one in the office) ad
mires the tall, lengthy athletes. He
•Ken Grosse, Sports Misinfor
prefers the blondes, brunettes, and
mation Director, has been alloted a
redheads with such a build. It is hard
$200 a week pay increase for his
to keep track of him as he is a
seriousness
and
diligence
in
hyperactive person who cannot sit
providing sports misinformation.
Grosse's assistant, Dave Martin,
still. He has got to be on the MOVE,
Just ask anyone in the IT and they
is taking a 4 month sabbatical leave.
will tell you!
Martin plans to spend this time on the
Kathy Simpson Klein, the newest
Virgin...Islands that is.

Don Sutton to coach for Tigers
Former Los Angeles Dodger
great. Pitcher Don Sutton will be
signing on as Tiger pitching coach for
the 1981-83 seasons.
Sutton was recently released by
the Dodgers due to a contract dispute.
Neither the athletic department or
Sutton would comment on details in
cluded in his contract with UOP, but
it is said to be much more equitable
than any that the Dodgers offered.
"I'm really happy to get away

from the big city," says Sutton.
"I really like the quaintness of UOP.
Living in this type of town will really
help my ego, and income tax re
turns."
When Sutton arrives in Stockton
next month, a reception party is
planned in his honor.
"We're really excited to have
him here," says Alex Spanos, a per
sonal friend of Sutton's. "It will be a
great asset in boosting our baseball

kciren'/ comment/

program.
It has been released that as part
of the incentive to persuade Sutton to
come to UOP, a new clubhouse will
be built along with a new field in the
vacant land on the northwest side of
campus, east of the health center
There is also expected to be an in
crease in television coverage of the
baseball games.
Commenting on the addition ol
Sutton, "I couldn't be happier. Our
pitching is really strong right now
I but I'm sure that with the addition of
Sutton, things will change," say
\( loach Tom Stubbs.

D3XT0I S
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"Can't you guys wait until you get to the locker room?" Spring practice pushes onward.

Pacifican Sports Editor

Sex added to sport roster
One of the oldest forms of exercise is the act
of sexual intercourse.
This activity can serve several purposes, some of
which are reproduction, and entertainment.
Reproduction as we all know, is the process sexual
or asexual (test tube babies), by which animals and
plants reproduce new individuals. The result is usually
a copy, close imitation, or duplication of the producers.
Don't let this discourage you though, there's always the
one in a million chance that your child won't be
anything like you or your mate.
Sex is entertaining in that it has been found (by
several reliable sources) to be enjoyable, keeps the in
terest of each mate, gives pleasure, diverts attention,
could possibly amuse either mate, and could prove to be
veiy interesting.
(Then again, depending upon your mate, you may
be forced to omit the preceeding.)
Pi'low talk can range from "I love you," to "That
was great," to "Your place or mine," to "Does your dog
bite?"
in performing this exercise two or more participan
ts are usually satisfactory. A mate can range from a
marriage partner to a one night stand. For those of you
that become bored with the same mate you can add
variety by having a wide selection or by working in
groups. For help in finding a mate(s), an excellent
referral service is that of K. Whorenick Inc.
CON-3667.
Unlike many other physical activities, finding a
place and a time are relatively simple. Night, day,
morning, or afternoon. A bed, shower, a car, a park, an
office, a roof....
Another advantageous aspect to this sport is the
minimal amount of equipment needed. According to
one source, "only the bare essentials are necessary".
For the more protective individuals, there are con
traceptives available ranging from expensive (hysterec
tomy) to free (don't do it) and from inefficient (sperm
obedience school) to fool proof (once again, don't do it).
For the more sophisticated, there are also infinite
types of paraphanelia that can be purchased to "enhan
ce" the experience. Also, there are several variations of
the act that one can look into. For more information
contact the UOP library.
Well, since you all know the story of the birds and
the bees....get buzzin'.

•New quarterback Sandy Mar
shall undergoes surgery for broken
fingernail. His recovery is expected
before termination of spring practice.
•As a possible asset to the men's
soccer team next season, steel cleets
will be allowed in league games.
The new league policy is under Code
123: When In Doubt Take Them
Out.
•An intercollegiate fishing team
will be coming to UOP next spring.
Competitions will be held at the
Calaveras River. Omega Phi Alpha
will be coaching the team.
•The UOP men's basketball team
decided to open a chain donut shop
last week. They plan to call it "The
Pitstop." The team decided to open
the shop after finding that it was
much easier to dunk donuts rather
than baskets.

game and replaced by Derby.
Coach Roger's strategy worked-

the Yankee fan section behind fitst
base, where the drunk was, was likea
morgue.
Leftfielder Eric Garner had
promised a spectacular prank, and in
the first inning the fans, and the
world found out what it was.
Garner removed a blindfold
from his pocket and tied it a round his
eyes. Eric Garner would pla,
left field blindfolded.
Garner's prank got the Yankee
hitters so riled, that they tried to hit
everything to left field, and struck
cont. on back page
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By Karen Komsak
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addition to the I.M. staff, has just
begun her career as an educator. She In oil company executive will
is single, interested, and on the 1
induct an illustrated lecture
out for the "Right man". You cat ,[ UOP on Thursda\
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always get a hold of Kathy: she take |ji0n the topic "Do wt have
R&R (rest and relaxation) 9-12 daily, mEnergy Crisis?"
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whatever is happening around the of-resident and director ol in
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emational affairs for Conoco
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•Star female athlete "Amazon",
well known for her feats in basketball
and soccer, has eloped with a Tiger
football player, following numerous
Friday night rendevous. Amazon ex
plains she did this because "he was
the only guy who could beat me at
arm wrestling."
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Don Stebbins Spotlight:
innovation on this predominantly
WASP (White, And Seriously Par
tying) campus.

FOOLING AROUND
Just when I get set on a column
Around," ,
then
..gpotlight"—they hit me with this
s
April Fool' business. You just can't
of
h win. • • and this week I'll probably get
It '
'""Hat
die Irish population all shamrocked.
It
r*«rno
Pre^ta> ph. well-can't please everybody, all
r
the time.
">»>
It's true, though: for the few
n* will f it
ill
souls who claim to read this thing,
' ' H ^ r v a " S j [here are still those who get their
spirits raised about what's written!
title—"Getting

J

'°ledo

.1
lh

City
"#ck
an
g
et
hard
our

I

1

(lit
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Th. pl«
Ithor
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a 1 started with
letting Around."
sounded too much
mck s column-of-old:
and well-missed,
Ground."

that first title,
People said it
like Ken Worthe infamous,
'Ear to the

.

^e"> h wasn't even anything like
ar.
I mean, K.W. was never so
m.ndless to get anybody important
mad at him: maybe he'd take pot
shots at the administration, but he
was smart enough to keep his pen and

Dead letters

scroll out of the Greek circles!
Oh, well-folks have long since
disbanded frolicking about any past
writings; now it's all just water under
the Tower.
But back to K.W. for a sec:
isn't his column getting bizarre?!
Really, Ken~"disco laundrymats?"
It's fun, though, to read "Back to
Earth" (or whatever it's Irish
equivalent might be this week). Afterall, we need more creativity and

by Tom Willie

"screwing up") and you might as well
try it for the whole world to see,
right?!
Speaking of shots, this was cer
tainly a cheap one-starting out by
just fooling around and ending up
with a case for all potential ideapeople to write for the Pacifican.
You just never know what to expect
in the Irish issue. ..
"Easter Fool!"
Editor's note: I won't say anything
about foolsl Afterall, who am I to
judge those who spend so much time
guzzling Irish brew at the Shamrock
that they imagine all holiday to be
Irish. Good job, Don. What are you
doing for Fourth of July?

MEDICAL
SCHOOL
SCHOLARSHIPS

'H#
1 'get

nes
"fed by Derby
*er » strategy' Wo||

are offered by the Navy to Pre-Meds accepted
t o a c c r e d i t e d m e d i c a l s c h o o l s in t h e U.S. T h e
Navy provides full tuition plus books and lab
f e e s a n d a $ 4 0 0 a m o n t h s t i p e n d . For further
information and eligibility requirements,
call (415) 273-7791 or write to:

an

wliri

But
sometimes,
fun
isn't
necessarily creative or innovativecase-in-point: this here April Fool's
(or was it an Easter special?) issue of
the Pacifican. Listen up, crew: how
can we in the P'can offices expect
other students to heed our balking
and write for this paper when we pull
something esoteric like a humor
edition? It ain't easy to write funny
(notice the lack of laughter that I'm
getting), and we can't expect our
friends to seek out something that's
| difficult, now, can we?
1
Okay. . .alright, Susan-I KNOW

that every edition isn't shamrock
shananigans. I KNOW that all it
would take for someone to have a
steady by-line in this thing would be a
commitment for some kind of repor
ting
on
something—anything!—
interesting to others on campus.
Okay, alright-so I'll say it:
reviews, reports, or just plain
ragging-if you have something you
want to say, try us and maybe you'll
like us. And maybe, just maybe,
people will even like what you have
to say! Stranger things have hap
pened. . .
So why not give writing for the
Pacifican a shot? You know-college
is a time for experimenting (read:

N - f t f i Idrr

Eric
. .
Gamer
p
li # * *P C'aCU,ar prank,
f
Inning the fans, a
d found out what it was.
Garner I
" moved a bliij
hi* pocket and tied it?roun
• Tic
Garner would
field blindfolded.

MEDICAL SCHOLARSHIPS
N a v y Recruiting District, S a n Francisco
1515 C l a y Street
O a k l a n d , CA 9 4 6 1 2
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lunch, and after 1:00
ever is happening aroundtl

An oil company executive will
conduct an illustrated lecture
at UOP on Thursday, April
17, on the topic "Do we have
an Energy Crisis?"
Robert J. Maisonpierre, vicepresident and director of in
ternational affairs for Conoco
fOT LINE:....I.M. has a a International, will speak at 8
scheduled between the Fin
•i and interested students. )
with those end of .the yearbSj Editor-in-Chief
N.O. Newes
icr takes all!! Timeanddil Managing Editor
U.R. Late
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C.A. Foole
ASSOC. Mng. Editor
B.A. Schmeep
Sports Editor
P.McFrat
Entertainment Editor
Business Manager A.G. Spanos (if only)
Advertising Manager
i.M. Bucks
The Pacifican is published on a nonweekly basis by a wine consossieur and her
cohorts. Deadline for material depends on
how much sweet talking is done by Tom
Michel, Ken Wornick, and Jess Bragg to
avert the editor's wrath each Thursday
morning at 3 a.m.

We reserve the right to

come out if and when we feel like it.

No

REAL NEWS REAL NEWS

p.m. in the Rotunda on north
campus.
His talk will be open to the
public without charge and is
sponsored by the ASUOP
Forum on National Priorities.
He will discuss the social, geo
political
and
economic
ramifications of the current
energy situation we are exneriencing.

The Third Annual National
Dance Week will be celebrated
April 14-20.
The Pacific Dance and Elec
tric Company, UOP's student
dance group will conclude the
week with their second annual
Spring Concert on Staurday,
April 19. Entitled "America
Works and Other Obser
vations," the concert will be
performed at 8:00 p.m. in the
Conservatory. Tickets are $2
and may be reserved by

complaints or criticism will be accepted.

calling UOP's Department of 10,000 that were taken on the
Physical
Education
and trip.
Recreation at 946-2210.
The 1978 expedition, which
A lecture and slide show of the was the subject of a story in
conquest of the world's highest National Geographic, ended

Work by two
will
be
Stockton
artists
featured in an upcoming
exhibition at the University
Center Gallery.

peak by the first all woman, ,n tragedy after the first team The April 14-30 exhibition
U.S. team will be presented at reached the toP: The second will include a reception at 7
UOP on Wednesday, April 16. team of two women was killed p.m. on Tuesday, April 15.
<2P
"Triumph and Tragedy: U.S. in an avalanche less than Hours for the show will be 9
3
000
feet
away
from
their
Women Climb Annapurna" is '
a.m. to 5 p.m. on weekdays.
the title of the 7 p.m. program goal.
in the University Center The expedition was the first on
Theatre. It will be open to the from the U.S. that was plan
public without charge and ned and executed entirely by
sponsored by the University women. It was the first time
<5*
any American had climbed
Center Programs Council.
The speaker will be Christy Annapurna I.
Tews, the expedition base
camp manager and a low
altitude porter for the climb
up Mt. Annapurna I, a 26,545 Synthesis Party Presidential
candidate Allen Michael will
foot-high
peak
in
the
give a speech on Wednesday,
Himalayas. She will discuss
April 16 at 12 noon on the
the trip and present the 200
U.C. patio.
best slides of the estimated
Spirited, enthusiastic, coordinated, leadership-oriented, dynamic

person
$ 5-Og per couple,
§2
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Male & Female "Tigers"
Rabble-Rousers" to try out for Cheerleaders and song leaders

The Greater Pacific Campaign:
A STUDENT PERSPECTIVE

Need a unit of credit?? ———————— You've got it!
Want to go to Hawaii??

——

First spirit group in the events center??
Want the best seat in the House?? —

You'll earn it!
Do it!
Go for it!

Tryout Dates

Why is the Spanos Center getting more funding than our library?

Tuesday, April 22nd 4:00 to 5:30 p.m., Campus Gym

Where's this 30 million dollars going, anyway?

Cheerleader candidates will try out individually...

fEEK

You pick the cheer.

Why should we care about this big-money project when we'll be
long gone by the time it s all done?

Songleaders will audition individually...
Bring your own music (tape or record).

It is

( , o t VA/„ n p t

these and other "Campaign"-related questions answered-before

about time t h a t we get u i b

,

Call Mary Hill, Director 931-4000
or

t h e m o n e y h a s all b e e n r e a | j z e c ) t h a t t h e b u r d e n of p r o v i d i n g i n f o r m a s t i o n f o r t h e c a m p u s
It i s a b o u t t i m e t h a s u ^ r e s p o n s j b i l i t y a s it i s t h e d u t y of t h e a d m i n i s t r a t i o n ,
community is just as
orqanized a program to inform their campus colleagues about
Finally a g r o u p o f s t u d e n t s r

nior.

the future of their university.
N o w it will b e s t u d e n t s o n s t a y
a u d i e n c e

You

and listen.

Plan

for
, al»°
8
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r j 0 j r i q t h e t a l k i n g , a s m e m b e r s o f t h e a d m i n i s t r a t i o n s i t in t h e

should be in <ha. aud e n c e , ^ ^

time that some students p

Bud Watkins (athletic department) 946-2472
Sign up at the Athletic ticket office Campus gym
BE a leader

Everyone has an equal stake in this affair. It is about
^^

/

and
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GO WITH THE TIGERS! ^

xj&

attend.

April 16, University Center Theater, 4 p.m.
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Oh yes, by the way, this, our first edition of Apnlj ^
^ on the Friday followmg
Although The Pacifican is not regularr
regularly
prompted
y
u staff to put a
edition promptea the
nipcfs
for
an
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r
Spring Break, numerous requests for an P
j the fooling of the oos.
collection of wild and bizarre taaginat
together^^^^[jnd a chuckle or two .in
All of our fooling is intended in good tu
this special edition.
d on page 5. All other articles, pictures, and
Actual calender events (no fooling!) are
commentaries are entirely fictitious.
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Baynes Bank apprehended
as mystery toenail painter
A toenail painter has been
daubing the big toenails of women
students at the Irving Martin Library,
campus police announced yesterday.
Former Student Body VicePresident Baynes Bank was found
hiding withing the stacks of
bookshelves at the library with 15
bottles of red nail polish on his person
early this week, campus police chief
Norman Askew said.
He won't be prosecuted, Askew
announced, because the victims don't
want to testify.
"I don't think they want to see
Bank again, even in court," Askew
added. "Besides, maybe they decided
he'd done a good job."
The method used by Bank was to
crawl underneath a library table and
swipe with his brush at a coed's toes.
Askew
described
Banks
technique in detail for the Pacifican.
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Bank caught in action.

"He would seek out an attractive
female student, sitting alone, and
would sit across from her. He carried
a large folder similar to a portfolio
case and would set it up as though he
were working on a project.
He
caused minor disturbances, such as
dropping pens and paint brushes. As

he dropped something, he would
reach under the table and quickly,
with one brush stroke, paint the vietims big toenail. Then he would drop
something else and P/zain. the other
toenail."
Bank was not available for
comment.

Minden rejects White House offer

j
She'd rather fight than switch

Unhappy with last month's election results, School of Pharmacy student Marianne Humphrey recently con
fronted former ASUOP President Martin Burt with her complaint that the new Board of Supervisors is grossly un
fair to the School of Pharmacy population. "We're not going to put up with it." Humphrey exclaimed, "Martin
Burt will not get away with this fiasco!" The result of their confrontation? A black eye for Humphrey.
If you
think this is bad," she grinned, "you should see Martin."

Director of Public Relations,
Doyle Minden, has been asked to take
over duties as Press Secretary for
President Carter.
In a nationwide broadcast yes
terday evening President Jimmy Car
ter asked UOP Director of Public
Relations, Doyle Minden, to take over
the Press Secretary's post im
mediately to avert a crisis situation.
"My only hope of getting re

elected," drawled Carter, "is to have
Doyle Minden in the White House
with me. I have seen his work in
Stockton and I like his style."
According to several unnamed
PR staff members Carter is referring
to Minden's hard-fisted management
techniques. "He's a real bear," said
one, while a co-worker agreed "Yeah,
he's definitely the dictatorial type."
Minden has, however, declined
to accept the position, asserting

"doing PR work for a university in
Stockton, of all places is such a
challenge to me that I could never
give it up for the simple life in
Catina Rose Salarno
Washington."
Sources report that Carter is still
upping the ante and attempting tp
pressure Minden into the position, ^
but a top White House aide said that
Gavin Harvey is being considered as
a back-up candidate for the position.

lefender

J.V. baseball has unexpected victory
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In UOP's half of the second in
ning, second baseman Steve Smith
was hit by a pitch, wild pitched to
second, and singled in by shortstop
Craig Click. Third baseman Matt
Dulick followed with a homerun, and
it was 3-0. Centerfielder Alan Hever
then doubled, and Devin Ruby
singled him in to put on top 4-0.
In the fifth, Eric Garner's joke
came to an end, as a Yankee hit a pop
fly to left field. The fans rose. Gar
ner came racing into catch it. He
removed the blindfold and exposed it
to the crowd to reveal tiny eyeholes.
The game was postponed 20 minutes
to clear the beer cups off the field.
The fifth and sixth innings went
quickly, but the game got exciting in
the seventh.
Eric Garner's diversion had
helped UOP to take a 4-0 lead into
the seventh inning.
In the Tiger half of the eighth, all
hell broke loose.
And when he
In the Tiger half of the eighth, all
hell broke loose.

Hot tempered Dave Derby lined
a double to right, and when he
reached second, he was tagged hard
by Yankee second baseman Willie
Randolph, who tried to push Derby
off the bag. Derby retaliated with a
left hook to Randolph's chin, ala
Muhammed Ali
Both men fell on the ground.
The Yankee infielders ran to
second base and piled unto the two
warriors.
The UOP bench emptied and
piled unto the Yankee infielders.
The Yankee bench emptied and
piled unto the UOP bench.
Hats and gloves and shoes flew in
all directions from this mass of
players, which rolled along toward
first base like The Blob.
After about three minutes, the
city police organized and charged the
pile and began prying bodies off.
No one was killed.
The umpire threw Dave Derby
out of the game.
The mayor of New York City
threw Dave Derby out of the city.

The governor of New York threw
Dave Derby out of the state.
The commissioner of baseball
fined and suspended Dave Derby.
Allegedly, a call had been placed
to President Carter, and there was
some question as to how long Dave
Derby would be allowed to remain in
this country.
Two police officers led Dave
Derby to the showers.
Order was restored after only 46
minutes.
Coach Rogers searched the bench
for a replacement, found an eager
face, and said, "All right Barney,
go get 'em."
"I hate this," said Steve Barnes as
he took the field. He thought first
base was jinxed.
Bill Bartz was also a casualty of
the fight and had to be replaced by
Tim Herman, the team's lone
remaining pitcher.
The riot gave New York new life,
and gave UOP trouble.
The crowd was screaming for a
rout.

Ken Wornick

The office of inept administrative services
recently released their annual "Who's Who at
Pacific" revue. The following is a partial ex
cerpt.
Dean Willian Barr, alias Ray Sadist, lead sin
ger of the Nouth, Organ and Handcuffs
Gangband. Wife; Bison, Betty born onstage
during a performance of The Reluctant Debutan
te, now pregnant and waiting for permission
from the office of student life to bear children.
Winner of "The Most Boring and Embarrassing
Couple of The Year Award."
Judy Chambers, alias Lysurgia Acid, ad
ministrator/patient for hospital of the poorly
equiped.
Famous for remembering other
poeple's sicknesses. Eight husbands (six fatally)
the most famous being Dewey who is remem

bered for refusing to get out of the trunk on his
first date with Judy.
Paul Fairbrook, alias Stomache S. Upset,
Head of something, no longer servicing. Wife;
Salmonella, the only woman to have played both
Romeo and Juliet in local womans group. Cur
rently employed as a butcher. Paul's brother
Thwack most known for his inability to operate
simple machinery.
Cliff Hand, alias Benny Menopause, famous
as a castrator of woman and old sage in the art of
rhetoric. Wife: none to speak of. Began humbly
as a poor student and has gone on to be a poor
adult. Children; Mohair, Protege. Famous for
designing the first flying hairpiece, have gone on
to nothing important.
Stan McCaffrey, alias Simon Sez Nobullshit,

Herman had some trouble, but
got out of it, literally, when a line
drive ricocheted off his hand and into
the glove of shortstop Craig Glick for
the third out. Herman left with a
fractured hand.
The Yankees did score two runs,
and cut the lead to 4-2.
UOP went down quietly in the
ninth, and as the game entered the
bottom of the ninth, and as the game
entered the bottom of the ninth, it
was time for a storybook finish.
With the Tigers out of pitchers,
Coach Rogers had to turn to the pit
ching coach - ex-Tiger pitcher Dave
Bevilaqua, to try and get the final
three outs.
Bevilaqua had been activated the
week before just in case a situation
like this occurred. He had not pit
ched competitively in a year,
however. Even so, the Yankees had
the book on him.
The Yankee lead-off man banged
a double off the wall.
Coach Rogers started to pace in
the dug out.

The next man hit a wicked shot
that second baseman Steve Smith
snared for an out. Smith's hand turn
ed purple.
The next man walked, one out,
runners on first and second, 4-2 UOP.
The next hitter roped a clean
single to right, to score a run. But
Ron Martin threw the man on first
out as he tried to take third on the hit.
But before the Tigers could
breathe a sigh of relief, a Yankee had
a single, and the next a walk to load
the bases with two out, 4-3 UOP on
top.
Bevilaqua was struggling, but
there was no one else available. All
he had to do was get one more out.
The hitter was Reggie Jackson.
Bevilaqua threw his slider for:
A called strike.
Ball.
A foul into the seats behind first
Ball.
Two balls, two strikes.
Catcher Bob Wayland gave a
sign.
Bevilaqua shook him off.

famous for being permanently submerged during
the opening night of the play "Welcome Mr. Pre
sident." Wife: Wendy Bourgeoise, famous for
being married to a man. Children: Not all of the
children have been located but many were re
ported to have fled after their father caught them
letting their hair grow. Stan's most remembered
comment was "I did not participate until I was
older."
Ron Pool, loser/winer, famous for winning
unpleasant people's attention.
Has no alias
because no one knows him well enough to assign
one. Girlfriend: I. M. Frigid just like my boyfriend. Ron hopes to be a gynecologist and win
his admirers' favor. Now living at College of the
111 Informed and Perpetually Blind.
Don Stebbins, alias Pompous Celebate
famous for an attempt at copying a famous and
talented writer. Also famous for not giving up
that attemp. Interests include belittling people
in order to elevate his own altitude, picking his
nose in front of important people, and generally

Wayland gave another sign.
Bevilaqua shook him off.
Wayland gave two more signs,
Bevilaqua shook them both off.
Wayland called time out an
went to the mound, followed b
Coach Rogers.
Bevilaqua, it seemed, was told by
God to throw a screwball, even
though he had never thrown one
before.
They decided to go with it.
Jackson waved at the ball, as 1
he were fighting off a giant mosquito*
and struck out.
He had expected a slider, but got
screwed.
The Tigers were champs, and
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Bevilaqua was a hero.
The next day's paper sold more
copies than any other ever before
It's headline read; "Screwball B# s
Yankees."
1 ^
Every one wanted to f>n£! oU
which one did it.

being a neo-pseudo-intellectual. Girlfriend: Pj"1
has refused to accept dates (even though they
begging) because he feels intimacy will spoil3
his fun. His goal is to own his own store fr°n
window where people can walk by and point*
Diane Borden, alias not-fit-to-print, tam011
for her experiments with young men's minds
Most remembered for her quote during a Be#
man film Keep your hands in your pockets k1
!es.
Husband: I. Have Nosubstance, farnV
w-f„hl&™ self"(;astiating scene

in "Take
0fficer

any
D.U. Yamada alias O. Fye, famous for c°n'
sistently associating with incredibly ugly
eop e. Sent to prison for contributing to the
criutment of a stupid collection of neo-pl«ff
in 1prison,' returned
favor that
day
1Kaped
.
'vtuuieu iavor
inai .u»;*
>es include jumping out of airplanes with011'
parachute poor hygiene, and a habit of <*"
looking to his left.
See you next week.
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